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Why Me?
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3Listen to the Customer Leaders leadOpen the Vault

Hackathons = 
Culture 
Change
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HP Inc. = Makers, Inventors

Bill Hewlett's Prototype Resistance-Capacity Oscillator,

1938
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Next Bench: “Anything is possible, if we work 
together.”



Modern Challenges at a large
legacy hardware company 
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“I was told 
there would 

be 
no silos…”
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Grassroots:

From –

“Hey, where are 
you putting those 
APIs?” 

To –

“We may run out of 
allotment by 
June…”

What about Software? 



Driving innovation with 
hackathons:
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How we did it – Goals, Theme, Tech Readiness, 
workshops, Mentors, Ambassadors and Google 
docs oh my!



It’s all 
about the 
customers
!
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Changing Culture – Enabling 
Bravery 
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Hacking Firmware! Creating the Sandbox 
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“Hardware is very patentable!”

“We didn’t know we were allowed!”



What we learned: work is 
fun!
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• Workshops work

• Judges: Lion’s Den vs. 
Roundtable 

• Pitch deck drives 
engagement

• Core Team = Change Makers
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What’s Next?
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•Brazil: do they need 
me?

•Global Summit Hack:

MadLibs & board games! 

•San Diego: #MicroBiz

•Singapore 



Q&A
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Backup slides
Out of the Garage and into the Conference Room

Julie 
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HP Innovation Background:
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HP excels at “Making.” We’re the world’s largest startup, from the original garage. We empower developers to innovate with 

unprecedented, sought-after new technology in Software, 3D Materials, and Hardware for the new era.

An audio oscillator is an instrument that generates one pure tone or frequency at a time. Through the years, HP oscillators were

used to design, produce and maintain telephones, stereos, radios and other audio equipment.

Bill Hewlett designed the prototype for what eventually would be called the Model 200A audio oscillator as a thesis subject while 

working toward his electrical engineering degree at Stanford University in 1938. The Model 200A would become HP's first 

product.

Bill felt there was a real need for a new type of oscillator that would combine the stability of the coil-condenser type and the

flexibility of operation of the beat-frequency type, and still be light and portable as well as simple in construction and adjustment. 

His was a new type of oscillator in which the frequency-determining element is a resistance-capacity network.

What made Bill's oscillator design unique?

In simple terms, Bill's unique contribution to the oscillator design was to achieve excellent performance at a low cost by adding a 

small light bulb to act as a "negative feedback" element in the oscillator circuit.The small light bulb is set to be partially on. If the 

oscillator's signal strength becomes stronger or weaker, the light bulb turns on more or less to cancel the unwanted variations.

This allows the oscillator to maintain a nearly constant output over its designed operating range.



Today’s “Next 
Bench”
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Makerspace = the new 

garage 
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